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DIMENSION

OF
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/.‑SPACES
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Takemi

K. Nagami

in [5] called a space X a //‑spaceif X is embedded

able product of paracompact
space if X

Mizokami

o‑‑metric spaces.

in the count‑

Especially he called X

is the countable product itself of paracompact

a cubic //‑

a‑metric spaces and

proved that if X is a cubic //‑space,then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) dimA^n,

(2) X‑X)

Xit where

there exists a closed mapping

dimZ^O

for each i, (3) IndX^n

/ of a //‑space Z with dim Z^O

and (4)

onto X such that

ord/fSft + l, Recently he in [7] defined the class of free L‑spaces between
of Lasnev

and //‑spaces,and proved

those

there that if C is the class of free L‑spaces

and X<eC, then the above (1),(2), (3) and the following (4)' are equivalent: (4)'
there exists a closed mapping

/ of ZeC

with dimZiSO

onto X such that ord/^

n+1.

In this paper we

define the class C of special //‑spaces which

which

can be embedded

in the countable product of special ^‑metric spaces and

study the dimension

of such spaces. In Theorem

L‑space is a special //‑space and in Theorem
perfect image
I

is a

of a free L‑space.

Though

are spaces

2 it is proved that every

free

3 that every special //‑spaceis the

itis proved by K. Nagami

free L‑space if and only if X is embedded

that a space

in the conutable product of

almost metric spaces, it is proved in Corollary 3 to Theorem

3

that if I

is a

special //‑space, then Ic

f[ Xi} where each XA is an almost metric space plus
i =l
4 the above (1), (2),(3),(4)' are shown to be equivalent

one point. In Theorem

even if C is the class of special /i‑spaces.
All spaces are assumed
All mappings

to be Hausdorff, otherwise the

are assumed

to be continuous.

AT always

contrary is stated.
denotes

the positive

integers
Definition
x=

0 xu
i =l

1 (K. Nagami

where

each

calleda scale of X.
Received

March

[4]).

A

space

X

is called a

X,‑ is a closed metrizable subsoace of X.

A scale {XA is calledmonotone if XcX+i

19, 1980.

o‑metric space if
Such

＼Xi＼is

for every fsA
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The

following argument

is due to K. Nagarni [4] : If X

a‑metric space with a monotone
X

onto a metric space X

space p(Xi) of X
Definition
space X.

An

such that p ＼Xt is a homeomorphism

2 (K. Nagami

Every

G

Definition

G,

An

anti‑cover T/

(to F) if for every open set G

of X,

(to F) if for every

open

cU)ni?=0.
space has a uniformly approaching

anti‑

4.51. This fact is used frequently in the later discussion.
3. A

^‑metric space X is said to have a special scale {Xt＼i^N)

if {Xi＼ is a scale of X
A

is called an anti‑cover of F.

approaching

closed set of a metrizable

cover [6, Remark

onto a closed sub‑

[6, Definition 4.4, 1.1]). Let F be a closed set of a

'U is said to be approaching

of F, S(X

paracompact

Such a pair (j￡,p) is called a replica of X.

open cover of X―F

tU)ni?nG:=0.

neighborhood

is a

scale {Xt}, then there exists a contraction p of

for each i&N.

of F is said to be uniformly
S(X―G,

Mizokami

such that each Xt has a uniformly approaching

space X is called a special g‑metric space if X is a paracompact

with a special scale. A

anti‑cover.

er‑metric space

space is called a special pi‑spaceif it is embedded

in the

countable product of special ^‑metric spaces.
By

a

routine check it is easily seen that a space X has a special scale if

and only if X

has a special and monotone

sion, we do not distinguish between
Example

1] every paracompact

4 (K Nagami

usual and

monotone

scales. As

but not the converse.

[7, Definition 1.2]). For a space X, consider a pair

S―{3, {'Up: Fe 2)) of a <7‑discreteclosed collection ff of I
anti‑covers 17^ of FeSF.

<3 is called a /ree L‑structure

and each open neighborhood
￡?and

U

a canonical neighborhood

called a canonical neighborhood

Definition
all points of X
part of X.

The

which

if for each

have

complement

point p(EX

X is

space with a free L‑structure. (17 is

of F with respect to Vp if U is an

open

neigh‑

cUF)r＼F=Q. Especially when

U is called a semi‑canonical neighborhood

5 (K. Nagami

a collection of

Ut of each Ff with pe. r＼Fi(Z C＼UidU.

of F such that for each feTV S^X―U,

relation holds for i=l,

and

of /?, there exist a finitecollection Fx, ■‑･
, Fk of

called a free L‑space if X is a paracompact

borhood

seen in [2,

(/‑metric space need not be special <r‑metric,and

every special ^‑‑metric space is Mu
Definition

scale. Therefore in the below discus‑

[7, Definition 3.1]). Let X be a space.
the metric neighborhoods

the

of F.)
The

set of

is said to be the metric

of the metric part is said to be the nonmetric part.

Dimension
X is said to be an

almost

of special /^‑spaces
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metric space if the following

three conditions are

satisfied:
a)

X is perfectly normal and paracompact.

b)

The

c)

Xo has an anti‑cover approaching

Theorem

collection of points of the nonmetric part Xo is discrete.

1 (The

embedding

theorem

to Xo.
for free L‑spaces [7, Theorem

A space X is a free L‑space if and only if X is embedded

3.4]).

in the countable prod‑

uct of almost metric spaces.
Theorem
Proof.

2. Every free L‑space is a special fjt‑space.
It is proved

that every

space, and therefore by Theorem

almost

metric space is a special <r‑metric

1 every free L‑space is embedded

able product of special ^‑metric spaces. Indeed, let X
with its nonmetric

part Xo.

open collections of X

Let {U(p): p^X0},

in the count‑

be an almost metric space

{V(p): peXa}

be two

discrete

such that

pGV(p)dV(p)C.U(p)

for every pGX0.

Let 1/ be an approaching anti‑coverof Xo and set
V^{X‑＼J{Vjp)‑‑

P^X0})U(U{cu＼U(p): peZo}).

Then HJnis a uniformly approaching anti‑coverof X>. Let
Xo― n Gn ,

Gn+1(zGn

for every n^N

where each Gn is open in X. Let <Vn be a uniformly approaching anti‑coverof
Xn―X― Gn in the metric subspace X―Xn. Set

Then

<Un is a uniformly approaching anti‑cover of Xn.

Therefore

{Xn : n=0,1, ･･･}

is a special scale of X.
Theorem

3. // X is a specialfi‑space,then X is the perfect image

of a free

L‑space.

Proof.

Part 1:

As a specialcase, we shallshow that if X is a specialo‑

metric space, then X is the perfectimage of a free L‑space. Let {Xt: i^N}

be

a special scale of X. Let (X, p) be its replicawith respect to {Xi}. X is the
image of a metric space Y with dim FfSO under a perfectmapping g. Construct
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Z as follows:
Z={(x,

y)tEXxY:

p{x)=g{y)}.

Let /, a be the restrictions of the projections onto X, Y, respectively. Then
is a paracompact
dimZ^O

<?‑metric space

with

and a＼Zt is a homeomorphism

Let {Vii i<=N}
in X.

a

scale {Zi=f

such

Z
that

of Zt onto a closed subspace o(Zt) of Y.

be a sequence of uniformly

approaching

anti‑covers of each Xi

Since every closed set of a metric space has a uniformly approaching

cover, there exists a uniformly approaching

Then

1(Xi): i^N}

anti‑cover cyt of a(Zi) in Y.

anti‑
Set

W* is an anti‑cover of Zt with the following property:
(*) If P, Q is a pair of open sets of X, Y, respectively, then
S(Z‑PxQ,

We

shall show

<wi)zr＼(PxQ)r＼Zi=R.

that Z is a free L‑space.

Assume

that each (Wi'‑={Wa : a^At}

is

locally finitein Z―Zi and finitelymultiplicative,that is, every finite intersection
of members

of HVi belongs to HVi. Let pt: Z―Zi―>Ki be the canonical mapping

such that

where

each Ki is the nerve of Wt

and $, is a continuous mapping

[0, 1] such that Wa=coz(<fia) and {(j)a
: a^Ai}
the topology

a** of the disjoint sum

of Z―Zi onto

is a partition of unity.

Ti=KiKJZi

as follows:

metric topology of Kt and for an open set V of Z let J(V)

We

define

Let ST^Ki) be the
be the totality of

subsets d of At such that
L{V,d)={Vr＼Zi)＼J{yJ{Wa:
is an open set of Z.

For each 5eJ(V),
M(7,

where

S^(a; means

topology having

set

3)=(FnZ,MU{Sf(o):

Indeed, if d^JiVi),

for some

ae^}),

the star of the vertex a in iff. Thus

￡Tjis defined to be the

as its base
sr(Ki)＼J{M(V, 8): 3ei(F),

WVu

ae<S})

dz^J(V2), where
≪nM(F2,

dczAi such that

V open in Z}.

Vlt V2 are open in Z, then

d^=(iVir＼V^Zt)KJ(SJ{St(a):

a^8})

Dimension
is open in Z.
follows:

Hence

3^A(V1r＼V2).

Define a transformation ft: Z―≫(Ti,2 "*)as

fi＼Zt=idZi,
Then

from
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fi＼(Z―Zi)=pi.

the construction of 2＼,ft is easily seen to be

continuous and

onto.

Define a transformation /: Z‑* fl (Tif ￡Tj)as follows :

Then / is a continuous mapping. Suppose x4^y, x, y^Z. Then x, y^Zi for
some zeAf. Then fi(x)i=fi(y),
implying f(x)^f(y). Hence / is one‑to‑one. We
shallshow that / is an open mapping of Z onto f{Z). Let 7 be an open set of
Z. Suppose /(x)e/(F).

Then

for some

m^N

x^Zmr＼V(ZV.

There existsa

pair P, Q of open sets of X, Y, respectively,
s uch that x^(PxQ)r＼ZcV.

Apply

(*) for P, Q to get d(ZAm such that L((PxQ)r＼Z, d) is an open neighborhood of
x in Z, and L{{PxQ)f

＼Z}
8)d(PxQ)r＼Z.

Then

M{(PxQ)r＼Z, 8) is an open

neighborhood of fm(x). Set
o=(fiot)nf(Z),
Oi=Tt
Then

if ii‑m, Om=M((PxQ)r＼Z,

O is an open neighborhood

of f{x) in f(Z)

such

8).
that Oczf(V).

is an open set of f{Z), proving that / is an open mapping.

Thus

/(F)

It remains to prove

that each (Tit 2**)is a free L‑space, but this is proved in Part 3.
Part 2:

For the later use, we

shall show

that Zi(Z{Ti} 2＼)is the countable

intersection of closures in Tt of open sets containing Z*. From
of Z, Zi=

n Vn, where each Vn is open in Z.
71=1
exists a dn<=rf(Vn) such that
Z^KVn,
Then

8n)(ZVn ,

the construction

By the repeated use of (*) there

S(L(Vn, 8n). w^aVn

.

it follows that
zf=
Part 3:

product

We

n M(Fre, 3B)= n M{vn,
n=l
n=l

shall show

of almost

(i) each JCn={H^:
of Zu

that each (7＼,2"*) can be embedded

metric spaces.

there exists a sequence {Mn:
l^An)

dnyt

neN}

in the countable

Since Z* is a zero‑dimensional metric space,
of covers of Zt such that

is a discrete collection of closed and

open

sets
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JV=

0

JC
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n is an open base for Zt.

71= 1

Let Rn be the disjointsum of Kt and An and definea transformationqn: Ti‑*Rn
as follows:
qn{p)=p

if ieifi,

q*{p)=l

if p^.Hx, l^An

Let the topology of Rn be the quotient one with respect to qn: Ti‑*Rn.
a

transformation

q : T't―≫n R
71= 1

n by

q(x)=(qn(x))neN,

Then

Define

q is a continuous mapping.

x(=Tt.

Suppose xi^y, x, y^Tt.

If x, y^Ki, then

If x, y^Zi, then there existsan neiV such

x=qn(x)=￡qn(y)=y for every n^N.
that

1^1',

x<=Hit y^Hx
Thus

qn{x)=^li^qv,{y)―X'.
If jceiCf, y^Zif

X^An

qn(x)=x^X=qn(y).

Hence

1, Xf =An

then for each nsiV and for some

q is one‑to‑one. To see that q is an open

mapping of 7＼ onto g(T,),let V be an open set of 7＼ and #(x)eg(F). Without
loss of generality we

can assume x^Vr＼Zi. Since c5fis an open base for Ziy

there existsan neiV such that xeHxCVr＼Zi
open set of Z with H'xr＼Zi=Hx and i/lC/^CV).
a d<=A(H'k)such that HkcL(Hx,

for some X^An.

Let //I be an

By the property(*) there exists

8)C.H'X.Then qn(M(Hrh 8))is an open neighbor‑

hood of /Iin Rn such that qn(M(H'h d))Cqn(V). Set
O=djOj)nq(Ti)

Oj=Rj

if j*n, On = qn(M(H'it8)).

Then 0 is an open neighborhood of q(x) such that Odq(V).

Hence q is an em‑

bedding.
Part 4: Each Rn is an Mi‑space. Obviously Rn is Hausdorff. To see that
Rn is regular, suppose p^V

for an open set V of Rn and a point p<^Rn.

As

seen in part 2, yinis written as
m―
1

m =1

where each Wm is an open set of Rn. If p^Kif then />^If/"

for some oieJV

and by the regularityof Kif there existsan open set N such that
p&NcNR*c:(Rn‑Wm)r＼V,

Dimension
Consider the case p=X.
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Since HxdfjXq^iV)),

there exists a closed and open

set U of Z such that
Ur＼Zi=Hk,
By (*) there exists a d^J(U)

UafT＼q;KV)).

such that

L(U,d)dU,
Then

N―qn(M(U,

S(L(U,d),Wi)c:U.

d))is an open neighborhood

of p such that NRndV.

Hence

Rn

is regular.
Since Z is paracompact,

dimZ^O

and

each

Mn is a discrete collection of

closed and open sets of Zu there exists a discrete collection{H'x X^An}
.
and open sets of Z such that H'xr＼Zi=Hx
a dx^A{H'x)

Then

for each X^An.

of closed

For each X^An,

take

such that

{M(H'h

dk):X^An)

is discrete in Tt, for if

St(a)r＼M(E'h, 8,^0,

St(a)nM(m2,

dit)±d,

then
stwnstifaw,
for some

Hence

^e^j,

/32e^yi2. These

L{H'xv dx)(

st(a)r＼St(p2)^
mean

＼L{H'x2,
dz2)=￡$,a contradiction. Since /Q is paracompact, there

exists a locally finite(in Kt) open cover c^= {Fe: ￡e,s} of i^i refining {Sf(a):
a^Ai).

For

each

X^An,

let J0U) be the collection of all subsets d of 3 such

that
HU,

8)=HxV(V{Ve:

is an open set of Tt and //(/?,
d )dM(H'h

ted})

8X). Then

{//(^,3): 5eJ0(^)} is closure‑

preserving in Tt and therefore by the discreteness of {M(H'h
lows

that {H{X,S): d<^do(X),XeAn}

in part 2, An

dx): X^An)

is closure‑preserving in TV

Since as seen

is the countable intersection of closures in Rn of open neighbor‑

hoods of An and Kt is metrizable, there exists a (/‑locally finite(in Rn)
collection ^0 of Rn

open

which is an open base for the subspace if*. Put

<Bn={B(X, 8)={X}yJ(U{V?:

Then

it fol‑

^8}):

5<eJ0(X), X^An],

<B is a <r‑closure‑preservingopen collection of Rn

To

see

that

IB

Is an
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for Rn, let p&V

then obviously jiiGScF
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for an open set V and a point p&Rn.

for some

Be^0.

Suppose

p―l^An.

If p^Ki

There

exists s

80^J(H'x) such that
S(M(Jft
cy<{S/(a):

ae^U}

Jo),{Sf(a): ae^c^WnAWS,

implies that there exists a ^eJ0W
S(M(^i

Hence

X<^B(1, d)aV.

Part 5:

o%),<V)=H(k,

To

that Zt has

such that

d)(Zqn＼V)nM(H'h

h).

This completes the proof of part 4.

Rn is shown

is discrete in Rn.
prove

5,).

to be an almost metric space.

see that An has an approaching

an approaching

open set of Tt such that ZidU.

anti‑cover HJ―iStia): a^At}.

Let U be an

By (*) there exists a <5c^4i such that

W=ZiV(U{St(a):
is an open neighborhood

Obviously {{?.}: l^An)

anti‑cover, it suffices to

a^d})

of Zt such that WclU

cce<5. It is easily seen that Wr＼S(Ti―U,

and S(FTa, <Wi)Clfi＼U) for every

HJ)―^. Hence

Rn is an almost metric

space.
Part 6:

Let Xc

above argument,

n Xu where each Xt is a special <r‑metric space. By the
i =l
there exists a perfect mapping ft of a free L‑space Z* onto xt

Construct a mapping

/: n

Zi

+II Xt by

/(*)=(/<Uf))iear

Let

Zo=/

＼X) and

space onto X.

g=f＼Z0.

Then

,

X =

g: Z0

ujen^

^X is a perfect mapping

of a free L‑

This completes the proof.

Since every free L‑space Is Mlt every special //‑space is an image
space by a perfect and irreducible mapping,

and

of an Mr

therefore by [1, Theorem

3.4]

every special //‑spaceis Mu
Corollary

The following are equivalent:

(1)

X is a free L‑space with dim X=0.

(2)

Xd

Proof.
the

1.

jl Xu

(l)‑>(2) follows immediately

preceding

Lemma

where each Xt is a special a‑metric space with dim ^=0.

3.7].

proof each

from

[7, Theorem

Xt is a free L‑space.

dim X―0

3.8]. (2)‑>(l): By
follows from

[7,

Dimension
Corollary
exists a
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2. // X is a special a‑metric space with dim X^kn,

closed mapping

f

of a free L‑space Z with dim ZfgO onto X

then there
snch that

ord/fgn + l.
Proof.

In part 1 of the preceding proof, / is chosen to be a mapping

with

ord/^n+1.
In the next corollary, a space R% is called an almost
point if i?*― RvS‑JiPn) with pn$Rn,

where

metric space plus one

Rn is an almost metric space.

Note

that R$ need not be Hausdorff.
Corollary

3. // X is a special fx‑space,then X is embedded

in the countable

product of almost metric spaces plus one point.
Proof.
embedded

It suffices to prove

and let (Wi

{Wa:

a^At)

be a uniformly approaching anti‑cover of Z*. Define a

space (T4, fT*)in the similar way
have Za

n (Tif Si).

embedded

Therefore

to part 1 of the preceding
it suffices to prove

proof.

Then

we

that each (Tif ￡Ti)can be

in the countable product of almost metric spaces plus one point. Let

U Stn be an open
n=l
discrete

that if Z is a special tr‑metric space then Z is

in the countable product of such spaces. Let {Zx) be the special scale

base for the subspace

in

Z*.

Let

/CjW( 0 An)
n =l

and

Rn

R%

be

the

disjoint

the disjoint sum

of Kt

R$=RnV{rn},
Define a transformation

where

sum
and

each

Mn― {Hx : /t^An}

of Kit An

and

^Jn.

is,

That

{rn}, where

IS

rn

Rn=K^JAn.

qn: 7%―>i?￡as follows:

qn(P)=P

if pGKit

qn(p)=A

if pz=Hit

qn(P)=rn
We introduce into R$

Zu

X^An,

if p^Zi‑ViHx:

Xe= An}.

the quotient topology with respect to qn. Define a trans‑

formation q: Ti―> n Rt as follows :
n=l
q(P)=(qn(P))n<BN, P^Ti.
As

seen in the preceding

proof, q is an embedding.

Thus

we shall show

that

each Rt is an almost metric space plus one point, that is, Rn is an almost metric
space.

First, we

shall show

that Rn is an Mi‑space.

To see that Rn is regular,
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set V and a point X^An.

There

exists a <5eJ(//;)

such that
stum,
where

8),wtXzfTifawvnm,

H＼ is an open set of Z such that
H'xnZ^Hx,

H'fnH^d

for every p^X,

(x^An

.

Thus

Rn is regular.

Set
70=WW(U{Sf(a):aG5}).
Then

Vo is an open neighborhood

of X such that V0RnczV.

Since
Z(n)=KiU(U{Hx:
is paracompact

and {H*:

X^An}

is a discrete closed collection in Z(n), there

exists an open collection {H'x: XeAn}
and {Ffcn):^e/In}
dH'z.

X^An})

of Zsuch

that Hi=H'xH＼Zi

is discrete in Z(n). Take

Let c^^jFf:

{St(a): a^Ai}.

a d^J(H')

￡e5*} be a locally finite(in /Q

For each X^An,

open

for every X^An

such that L{H'hdx)
over

of /Ti refining

let Jo(^) be the collection of all subsets 8 of S

such that

is an open set of Tt and H(X, d)C.M(H'h 8X). We repeat the essential part of the
proof of part 4. This completes the proof.
K. Nagami
theorem
we

proved recently that the statements (1),(2),(3) and (4) in the next

are equivalent for a free L‑space X [7, Theorem

shall show
Lemma.

2.3]. In this section

that these statements are equivalent for every special ^‑space X.
Let

X

be a paracompact

a‑space with a closed network

3=

0 3*,

where each 3* is locally finitein X, and each ￡Fjhas a locally finite open collec‑
tion {V{F):F^%i}
peG

of X

for an open set G

such

that FdV(F)

and a point p^X,

for

every F^3i.

then there exists an

Assume
Fp^3

that if
and

an

open set Vp such that
p<zFpnVpCGr＼V(Fp),
lndB(Vp)^n

l.

Then IndZ<n.
Proof.

Let H, K

of open sets of X

be a pair of disjoint closed sets of X and Hu

such that
HdHu

KdKi,

#,n￡=0.

Kx be a pair

Dimension
Take

for each point ptzX
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an Fp&3

an open set Vp such that

p&FpCZVpCZiX‑H,

or X‑KJnViFp),

lndB(Vp)￡n‑l.
Choose

a subset XodX

such that
3?0={Fp: peiX} = {Fp: P<eX0},
FP^FP,

Since ￡?0covers X, CV={VP:

if p, pf EX0, p±p'.

p^X0}

covers X.

locally finiteopen collectionsuch that ^F<
11. 12] H, K

are separated

by a

[X―H,

It is easily seen that <‑V is a a‑
X―K}.

Thus

by

closed set P with Indian―1

[3, Theorem
and we

have

lndX<n.
In the proof of the next theorem

we use the following term:

1J of F in X is said to be approaching (uniformly

approaching)

to an open collection cy if for every open set Fecy
set Fecm

S(X‑V,

Theorem

iOnF=0

(SCX‑V,

with FdV

An

anti‑cover

to F with respect
(for every open

)nVr＼F=&).

4. For a specialfi‑spaceX thefollowing are equivalent:

(1) dimX^n.
(2) There existsa closed mapping f of a specialpi‑spaceZ with dimZ^O
onto X such that ord/^n+1.
(3)
(4)

n+l
U Z, where
i=l
IndZ<n.
X―

Proof.

dim Zf^0

for

each

The implications (2)‑>(3)‑≫‑(4)‑≫(l)
are already

mains to prove the implication (l)‑≫(2).Suppose

known.

Thus

it re‑

f[ Xt and dim X^ n, where
i =l
each Xi is a <?‑metric space with a special scale {Xim: me N}.
Let f^
be a
uniformly approaching
subspace Xim, where
Xim.

Xd

anti‑cover of Xim.
each Bimj={Fx

By [4, Theorem

Let ￡Fim―0 $imj be a network of the
.7
=1
: X^Aimj＼ is a discrete closed collection of

2] there exists a replica pi: Xt‑^Xi

such that

(1) if G is an open set of Xi with p<E.Gr＼Xim, then there exists an open set
W

of Xi such that p^Wr＼Xim(ZG

and pi(W) is open in Z*.

Let <Vimj= {Vzi Jt<=Aimj} be a discrete open collectionof Xt such that FxdVx
for each X^Aimj.

Set
Fimj―^{Fx

'.A^Aimj}.

Since pi(Fimj) is a closed set of a metric space Zi, there exists an approaching
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anti‑cover HJimj of Fimj in
iti: X‑>Xt

X￡ with

be the restriction to X

Mizokami
respect to {pi＼V):

V

open in Xi}.

Let

of the projection and set

Xim ―7ti(Xim) >
ffi≫i=7rr1(3fimi)={i?i=ffrW):

cVtimj=i:TKcVimj)={Vfi:

l^Aimj),

^Aim]),

Wjm=7r71(Wlm)>

VimJ=V{V'x:
Then

Vimj is an approaching

open in Xt}.

anti‑cover of Himj with respect to {xiipiXV)):

oc<E.Aimjk}is a discrete open collection of X―Himj.

Uimjk―

where

each

get

V

Let 0 i/imy* is an anti‑cover of i/imj in X refining V'imj, where

each Vimjk^iUimjka'‑

approaching

X^AimJ}.

Kimjkt is a

U

Kimjkt ,

closed set of X.

Similarly since Wim

anti‑cover of X'im with respect to {kJ＼V):

an anti‑cover 0 Wjmi

Set

of X'im. in

X

is a uniformly‑

V open in Xi}r we

refining Wim,

where

each

can

<Wimj=

＼Wimj$'‑/3e5imj} is a discrete open collection of X― X'im. Set
WimJ=U{WinJfi:

P<zBimJ}.

k―i
where

each Limjk is a closed set of X.

Write the countable collection of disjoint

pairs of closed sets as follows:
{{Kimjkt, X―Uimjk)'‑ i, m, j, k, t&N}
^{{Limjk, X‑WimJ):
= {{Pu
By [6, Lemma
dim X^n

i, m, j, k^N}

Qd: i^N}.

3.6] there exists a contraction p of X

onto a metric space X

with

such that each pair {p{Pi), p{Qi)) is a disjointpair of closed sets of X.

Let ￡i= {Gin : fie Mi}, i^N
fying the following:

be a sequence of locally finiteopen covers of X satis‑

For each feJV,

Dimension
1)

mesh

2)

3i+i<.Su

3)

SiKiX‑piPilX‑piQi)},

4)

ord^i^n
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Si^l/i,

+ 1.

Let pi+1ii Mi+1‑+Mi

be a transformation such that pi+1i(Z)=ii yields Gi+nCZGi^.

Set
7= {</￡*>Glrni{Mt,/>i+1J: .QG.^0}.
g: Y‑^X

is defined as follows:
g≪fii≫=r＼Gtltt,
i=l

Then

as seen in the proof of [7, Theorem

dim F^O

onto X such that ordg^n+1.
Z={(x,

<fit><=Y.
2.3],g is a closed mapping

Construct ZdXx

y)^XxY:

o(x)=g(y)}.

Let /, a be the restrictions of the projections of XxY
Then

/ is a closed mapping

of Z onto F.

The

of [7, Theorem
(2)

of Y with

Y as follows:

of Z onto X

onto X, Y, respectively.

with ord/sSn+l

and a is a contraction

following statement (2) follows from Assertion 1 of the proof

2.3]:

For each ieiV, f

＼Pt),f

＼Qt)can be separated in Z by the empty

set.

Since X is a special ^‑space, Z is also a special j≪‑space.Therefore it remains
to prove dimZ^O.

To prove this,we

shall show

the following

statements

(3),

(4) and (5).
(3) If D

is a semi‑canonical

neighborhood

of Himj with respect to 1/^‑,

then there exists a closed and open set V of Z such that
f‑＼HimJ)C.V(Zf‑＼D).
Proof.

Set E=S(X‑D,

open cover of Z―f

cU'im]). Then

3)={f‑＼E), f‑＼D)‑f‑＼Hini)}

is an

l(Hiw.]).By (2) for each i, m, j, k, t<=N there exsits a closed

and open set Rimjkt of Z such that
f

1(Kimjkt)CLRimjkt<^‑f

1(Uim,jk)
.

Set
Rimjkta ―Rimjktr＼f (Uimjka) >
S'imjkt―{Rirnjkta'･<*e ^imjkl >
&tmJ=V{3limjkt:
Then

3iimj is a cr‑discretecover of Z―f

k, t(EN＼.
l(Himi) consisting of closed and

open
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sets of Z

refining S).

open set V

of Z―f

Thus

Mizokami

by [3, Theorem

11. 12] there exists a closed and

x(Himj) such that

Z‑{t＼E)＼Jf‑＼Him]))d
Since D is semi‑canonical, V=V'{Jf

V'df‑＼D)‑f‑KHtmJ).

1(Hinj) is the desired set.

(4) If D is an open set of Xt such that

then there exists an open set V of Z such that
Vr＼f‑＼xu)=f‑KicTKD))nf‑KXtivl)t
Vcf‑KniKD))
and such that Vr＼(.Z‑f‑＼X'ivl))
is closed in Z‑f'＼X'im).
Proof.

Set E=S(X―tcT＼D),
￡D=ifKE),

is an

open

cover

W‑m).

Then

f‑＼ic7KD))n(Z‑f‑＼X'im))}

of the subspace

Z―f

＼X'im). By (2) for each i, m, j, keN

there exists a closed and open set Tim,ik of Z such that
f

1(Limjk)<^‑TimjkClf

1(Wimj)
.

Set

Then

2*im is a <x‑discretecover of Z―f

of Z and refining 3). Thus
and open set V

of Z―f

7=7/U(/‑1(^1(I>))n/"1(A'{m))
(5) If U

is an

11. 12] again, there exists a closed

1(X'in)such that

Z‑(f‑KE)Vf‑＼X'iM))<z
Then

＼X'im)consisting of closed and open sets

by [3, Theorem

open

set of X

V'Clf＼iz‑[＼D))‑f‑＼X'im).
is the desired set.
with

x^U,

then

there exist a finiteset

{Xu ･･･,lk) of indices with /tt^AiCnma)jco, t=l, ･■■,
k, and

f‑Kx)d

r＼t＼F'h)(=.O(zf‑＼u)r＼{kr＼f

Proof. Let x―ixd^U.
Xuo, t=l, ･■･,k such that

a

closed and

open

＼v'h)).

Then there exist an integer k and open sets Ut of
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*e r＼7CuUUt)C.U.
For

each

{Xuom'‑

t= l, ■･■,
k, there exists an
m^N}

is a scale of XiW.

m{t)^N

with

xi(j)￡^i(!)ma) because

Since SFiuimno forms a network

we can choose a A￡eylj(￡)m(￡)i(O
with Xiu‑>^FxtcUt.

of XiWmu‑>,

By (1) there exists an open

set Gt of .Xico such that
F itcG
and such that puo(Gt)

tr＼XUOma)^V

is open in Zi(≪. For each X±Xt, ^^Auamcojcn

(1) again an open set Gx of X^o

choose by

such that

FxCG

xr＼Xi(0m(.O^‑V x

and such that ptcoiGx) is open in Xun.
G(t)=GtV(＼J{Gx:
Then

hr＼U t

Set

teAi(t>miwo,te*t}).

7iu＼){G(t))
is a semi‑canonical neighborhood

of Hu07nCOjco

with respect to

^ict)m(≫jc≫‑By (3) there exists a closed and open set V(t) of Z such that
/‑1(^i(≪≫≪)>≪))CV(0c/‑1(ff≪1≫(G(0)).
Set
Then

D(t) is an open set of X^o

such that

FiWmU^jiO^‑D^ClXJ
Therefore

{V x '.^

^i(t)m(()jCf)}
･

by (4) there exists an open set W(t) of Z such that
^(On/‑1(^^≫m(o)‑/‑1(7r7(1n(i5(0))n/‑1(^^a)OTc≫),
M0c/‑W≫CD(0))

and such that W(t)r＼(Z―f

＼X'UOm.<.o))
is closed in the subspace Z―f‑^Xuomco)

Set

o=r＼O(t).
Then

0 is a closed and open set of Z with the required property.
3imjk=f‑1(^imj)A

{a

KPk＼fi)):^Mk}

= ＼Ot: ^SiS ,‑TO.,■>.},

Set
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where

each

pk: Y‑*Mk

Mizokami

is the restriction to Y

of the projection. Then

each

Qimjk is a discrete open collection of Z and 3?imjk is a discrete closed collection
of Z

such

that

easily shown

P^CZQ^

for each

$^Simjk.

By (5) the following statement is

to be true.

(6) If 2G[/

for an open set U of Z and a point zgZ,

subset {fj, ･･･,^}cW{5im^

: i, m, ;, fee A7'}and

there exist a finite

a closed and open set O such

that

zeQPtjCzOdQQejnU.
Thus by the above lemma, we have IndZ^O.
The

This completes the proof.

author proved that the characterization (A) of dim X

theorem is possible for a special a‑metric space X [2, Theorem
L‑space X [2, Theorem
/f‑space, these two

2].

Since by Theorem

results can

be regarded

stated in the next
1] and for a free

2 every free L‑space is a special
to be the corollaries to the next

theorem.
Theorem
(A)
for X

5. Let X

dimX^n

Proof.

Lemma

if and only if there existsa a‑closure‑preserving open base W

such that dim B(W)^n―1
The

/*‑space is Mx.
case

be a special pt‑space. Then

n=0,

for every W&'W.

if part of (A) follows from [8, Lemma
The

then

only if part: If we

can

show

7] because every special
the

validity of (A) for the

the only if part of (A) for the general case follows from [2,

1] and Theorem

1,(l)<‑>(2).Suppose

AdfiXt

and dim X^O,

where

Xt is a special ^‑metric space with a scale {Xim: me A7) such that each Xim
a uniformly approaching

anti‑cover <Wim.

cUimj={Uimja:

a<^Aimj＼,

each
has

Let
Simj={Fimja:

a^Aimj),

be sequences of locally finiteopen covers of Xt and of locally finiteclosed covers
of Xim such that
Fimja(ZUimja

for every a^Aimj

and such that
(1) if p^G

for an open set G

an ffG.4iBj for some

jeiV

of Xt and a point p^Xirri, then there exists

such that
P^FimiaClXimr＼UimjaClG.
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Set

S'im;―{F'imja―K^iFimja) '■
OC<BAimj} ,

where

%i: X‑^Xi

is the restriction of the projection. Since X is hereditarily

paracompact, we can assume
Then

'W'nn admits

that each lW'tis locally finitein the subspace X―X'im.[

its closed shrinking {Himp:

every /3eJ3im. Since Ind(Z― X'im)S0, for every
and open set Pimp

For each a^Aimj,

of X―X'im

/3eBim}
^Bim

with Him^CiW'im.^

such that

let JiOT/a) be the totality of subsets d of Bim such that

(2)

Pimja(d)=(U'imjar＼X'im)yJ(U{Pimr.

is an open set of X

/3e5})

such that
Fimja^‑Pimja＼y)CLUimja ･

Set
m={Nk:
Take

k(EN} = {Ac:NxNxN:

an arbitrary NkGUi

＼A＼<X0}.

such that

Nk={(i(t), m(t). Kt)): t = l. ■■■.
s＼
with

i(t), m(t),

Kt)e=N,

QFJajmcwicoaj is closedand

Since IndX<0,

s.

t = l,
s
O

For

each

Ui(t)m(f)j(.f)at

s

s

J=l

J=l

a = (a1}

s
TlAuvmiojco

there existsa closed and open set Vka of X such that
≫

s
t=l

Set

(3)

･■･, as)e

is open in X such that

t=l

Wka(8)

2

(8U

s

―( Q

for

there exists a closed

Pi(.f>m(.Oj(.f)at(dt))r＼Vka,

s rfi(.f>m<.t)ju‑>(oct)
･･■, <5s)e TL
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<W*(a)=

W*

Mizokami

{Wka{d):

= U{<≫%(≪):

<Se n

^i(≫≫c≫j≪>(at)},

a^UAilOmCt,JU,}

<W=＼j{<Wk : k&N}.
Then

we shall show

that <W has the required property.

To

see

this, we

shall

establish the following statements (4),(5) and (7).
(4) 'W consists of closed and open sets of X.
This follows (3) and from
and open in X, X

the fact that each Vka, Pimp, /5eJ3jOT are closed

X'i7n,
respectively.

(5) f

is a ff‑closure‑preserving collectionin X.
s
Note that each {Vka‑ ≪e TLAicomaono}
is locally finite in

X

in the sense

that every point of X has a neighborhood in X which intersects Vka for finitely
s
many
different ae HAuomiOjco‑
Since by (3) Wka(8)(Z Vka for every <2e
s
n^i≪)mcmco(≪i)> it follows that it suffices to show that each cWk{oc)is closure‑
￡=1
preserving in X in order to show (5). Let Nk<E.Jl with ￨A^￨=s
and a be as
follows:
Nk={(i(t),m(t),

Kt)): t=l, ‑,

s},

s
a

To show that W^a)

＼(Xl>

"■ , OCt)

=. ll

AicomlOjCC)

･

is closure‑preservingi n X, we shallshow by induction on

n―l, ･■■,
s the following proposition(Pn):
(Pn)

For every subset Me

{I, ･■･,s} with

＼M＼Sn

<P(M) = {WM(d) = ( H

PiCOmCOJCOa^))/^

V*a I

S = {St)teM^ II ^iCJ)m(Oj(≫(a≪)}
￡S3f
is closure‑preserving in X.
Take

Mc{l,

■'･･,
s} with

＼M＼=1. If M={(i,

m, j)} with (i, m, /)e=JV*, then

it is easily seen that 5>(M) is closure‑preserving in X

because

open in X and {Pim^r＼Vka:

/3e￡im} is locally finitein X

(Pm) is true for every m=l,

･■･,n ―1. Let Mc{l,

Jo be an arbitrary subset of n

(6)

^(omtnjcofc).

p =U{WM(d):d<=J0＼.

X'im.

･･･, s} with

Suppose

Vka is closed and

that

Assume

that

＼M＼=n, and let
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If p^X―

U Xiu‑imio,then p^WM(d)
tGM

for some d<Bd0 because

Hl

te.lt

is locally finiteat p. If p<= f＼Xuomco,
from

then p^WM{d)

for every

d is obtained

the relation

teM
CVkar＼( C＼X'UOmco)ClWM(8).
As the final case, we consider the case fie U X'ut)ma)
te.M
M'={t^M:
Then

lS＼M'＼<n.

f X＼
uomtn‑
tent

Set

p$X'UOmCO}.

Obviously from (6)
ptE＼J{WM,(d): d=(dt)teM^d0}.

By the induction assumption, p<E WM,(d) for some 8―(dt)t&M&JQ. Since />e WV‑if(5),
p^WM{8).
lows

This shows

that ￡P(M) is closure‑preserving in X.

from (Ps) that 5>({1,･･■,s})‑W4(a)

Therefore

it fol‑

is closure‑preserving in X.

(7) If is an open base for X.
Suppose
s<bN

that p^G

for an open set G

and an open set Ut of XiW,

and a point p.of X.

There exist an

t= l, ■■■,
s, such that

/>e rWt)(*/t)cG.
We

have

an

at^icomtojco

m{t)^N

such that Puo^Xuomco‑

and an

such that

Since HVicomco is a uniformly approaching
{^(Om(o^

By (1) chose a j(t)^N

J9eSiU)ma)}<^a)ma),

anti‑cover of Zi(￡)mcn in Xuo

there exists a

PiU)ma)j<.oat(St)defined by (2) is an open set of X

dt^JtWmu‑)jin(at)
such that

r itt)m(.f>j(.t)atC^Pi(f>m(.f)j(.r)at＼dt)
^■U'iCOm(f)j(.f)atr＼ft7u)(Ut)
.
Set
s

and

such that
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{{i{t＼ m(t＼ j(t)): t = l, ‑,

Then

s}<=m.

we have

peWka(S)aG.
This

completes the proof.
Finally we propose the problem:
Problem.

Is every special fj.‑spa.ce
a free L‑space ?

If there exists a space that is a special ju‑space which is not a free L‑space,
then from

Theorem

is answered

3 it follows that the problem of K. Nagami

[7, Problem

2.11]

negatively.
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Addendum
I am informed
the

by the refree and S. Oka

class of /i‑spaces, which

that Theorem

is strictly weaker

4 is generalized to

than that of special //‑spaces.

This is stated in S. Oka's paper "Free patched spaces and fundamental

theorems

of dimension theory", which is forthcoming in Bull. Acad. Polon.
Quite recently, in the letter to the author, S. Oka has pointed the following:
Theorem.

// X

is a paracompact

a‑metric space with a scale {Xiii&N}

such that each Xt has an approaching anti‑cover in X, then X is a free L‑space.
Therefore

the problem

stated in the final part is solved by him positively.

